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RACHIDA DATI UNDER INVESTIGATION OVER RENAULT CARLOS GHOSN CASE
FOR PAYS OFF
MIGHT BE OR NOT PARIS CANDIDATE

Paris, Washington DC, 31.10.2019, 17:31 Time

USPA NEWS - The French Republicans party, does not seem to be ready by endorsing the best candidate for running the Paris
election, to be held in March 2020. They, Republicans, who are far from blocking behind their natural candidate, Rachida Dati. The
reason is that Rachdi Dati (Current Mayor of the 7th Parisian District), is under investigation over the Carlos Ghosn Renault- Nissan´s
Case, because she has allegedly received pays off. The French police who are currently investigating the contracts signed by Renault-
Nissan is looking for evidence of the reality of its services, paid 600,000 euros. Indeed, the office and the home of Rachida Dati were
searched.
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REPUBLICANS HAVE HESITATING ENDORSMENT TO THEIR NATURAL CANDIDATE FOR PARIS RUNNING
At five months of the municipal elections, the war is already declared on the political scene, including the mayor of Paris, where all
parties are boiling. If it is the battle on the side of the Republic in March since Cédric Villani decided to present himself while his party
had chosen Benjamin Griveaux, On the other hand, the Republican party is still hesitating in endorsing their natural candidate, Rachdi
Dati, as she is under a financial investigation, allegedly for corruption,to be involved in the Renault Case, related to Carlso Ghosn
condemnations, The French press, releaved that a group of French Judges (Independent judges) are reining a complet investigation
on the Dati's case. These searches took place Tuesday, October 22 at the initiative of the investigating judges charged with this
investigation for "abuse of social goods" and
"corruption".---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The investigation into this part of the Carlos Ghosn case was launched on 31 May by the National Finance Prosecutor's Office (PNF).
Three investigating judges have since resumed this open investigation for "misuse of social assets" and "corruption", which relates to
the advice provided by the ex-keeper of the seals and the criminologist Alain Bauer with the Dutch subsidiary of the Renault-Nissan
alliance (RNBV) when Carlos Ghosn was still the CEO of the automobile group.
The case of contracts paid by the company overseeing the Renault-Nissan alliance, RNBV, a kind of "black box" installed in the
Netherlands, some of whose expenses raise many questions, has just undergone a clear acceleration. It is Rachida Dati who is the
first target. As the French press had revealed (L'Express Magazine), the former Minister of Justice and currently mayor of Paris 7th,
had become a lawyer and MEP and had received a fee of € 600,000 from RNBV. The sum was paid in four installments, between
November 2009 and 2013. ( SourceAFP, Express, Le Point)
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